### Senior QA Engineer (LA)

**LOCATION:** the Rubicon Project HQ in West Los Angeles

The Rubicon Project is on a mission to automate buying and selling for the $65 billion global online advertising industry. Backed by $60 million in funding, we are currently looking for the best QA engineers in the world to work with us in Los Angeles by taking it to the next level.

**Job Description**

Quality Assurance will work closely with the product and development teams to ensure that software is being built according to specifications, and serves its intended purpose.

**Duties include:**

- Lead and coordinate testing effort through all phases of software development life cycle.
- Will be responsible for the design and execution of automated and manual test suites on staging and production environments.
- Maintain and extend existing automation framework (perl, java)
- Document and communicate testing status, issues, risks to all concerned parties (stakeholders, developers, sponsors).
- Collaborate closely with product, project and development teams to identify and resolve technical, business, and process related issues.

**Skills & Qualifications:**

- Bachelors Degree required
- Should have 3+ years of web testing experience
- Ability to code write basic programs in JAVA.
- Ability to write basic scripts using a scripting language of choice (perl, bash, python, ruby, etc).
- Understanding of API and Database (back-end) testing.
- Ability to install and configure various testing tools and products on both UNIX and Windows platforms.
- Understanding of basic database concepts and ability to interface with databases.
- Experience performing load/stress tests
- Solid understanding of QA principles: QA lifecycle, release planning, testing document creation and maintenance.
- Understanding of white & black box testing principles.
- Experience with test plan writing, bug tracking systems, and clear reporting
- Good understanding of web UI, browser based testing
- Excellent communication skills with emphasis on writing
• Able to work on multiple projects in an agile environment.

Preferences:

• Familiarity with web advertisement networks. Candidate should have an understanding of the ad lifecycle.
• Experience performing white box testing.
• Domain knowledge of Big Data concepts (cloud computing, hadoop).
• Familiarity with HTML/CSS/JS. Candidates should have an understanding of how web technologies fit together.
• Savvy with open source tools usage and research
• Familiarity with the Eclipse IDE

Email resumes directly to: lgonzalez@rubiconproject.com